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Abstract

Although service-learning can support the development of intercultural competence, it has also maintained power differentials, reinforced privileged perspectives, and strengthened deficit thinking. Recent research has investigated the conditions within service-learning associated with positive change in diversity-related attitudes. We extend that work, conceptualizing a reciprocal service-learning (RSL) approach that integrates conditions posited by contact theory and the process model of intercultural competence into service-learning’s core features of reflection and reciprocity. In an RSL approach, transformational reciprocity at the participant level supports cultural awareness, interdependence, and parity between participant groups. We created an RSL experience and measured change in three attitudes fundamental to the development of intercultural competence with quantitative pre- and post-surveys. Results indicate that both participant groups—native English-speaking undergraduate students and international English language learners—experienced significant growth. This study responds to calls for quantitative pre- and post-research methods and the assessment of outcomes for all service-learning participants.

Intercultural competence is vitally important in pluralistic societies, diverse workplaces, and our highly interconnected world. Because intercultural competence develops through repeated opportunities for cross-cultural interaction and reflection (Dear dorff, 2006), service-learning opportunities are particularly suited for this iterative learning process. Service-learning is

a form of experiential education where learning occurs through cycles of action and reflection as students work with others through a process of applying what they are learning to community problems, and at the same time, reflecting upon their experience as they seek to achieve real objectives for the community and deeper understanding for themselves. (Eyler & Giles, 1999)
Service-learning has produced mixed results with college student participants. Some studies report a positive impact on college students’ intercultural competence (Borden, 2007; Buchanan, Correia, & Bleicher, 2010; Celio, Durlak, & Dymnicki, 2011; De Leon, 2014; Rodriguez-Sabater, 2015). However, service-learning also has had unintended outcomes with college students: reifying stereotypes, entrenching deficit thinking, and reinforcing privileged perspectives (Camacho, 2004; Jones, LePeau, & Robbins, 2013; Skobba & Bruin, 2016). While results for traditional undergraduates vary, the research literature is silent on intercultural competence-related outcomes for service-learning partners.

Recent research has investigated the conditions under which service-learning promotes positive change in diversity-related attitudes. Direct intergroup contact in service-learning is associated with college students’ endorsement of social equality (Brown, 2011; Brown, Wymer, & Cooper, 2016) and awareness of racial privilege and blatant racism (Conner & Erickson, 2017). Moreover, these changes are significantly greater when intergroup contact reflects the conditions proposed by contact theory (Allport, 1954; Brown et al., 2016; Conner & Erickson, 2017). The current quantitative study extends this line of research to attitudes that are foundational to the development of intercultural competence.

This article has three aims. First, we begin by conceptualizing a reciprocal service-learning (RSL) approach that integrates conditions posited by contact theory (Allport, 1954; Pettigrew & Tropp, 2005) and the process model of intercultural competence (Deardorff, 2006) into service-learning’s core features of reflection and reciprocity. Second, using quantitative pre/post measures, we then investigate whether RSL participation significantly affects three attitudes that are foundational to intercultural competence. Third, we respond to the perennial lack of research on outcomes for service-learning partners (Blouin & Perry, 2009; Bortolin, 2011; Cooks & Scharrer, 2006) by measuring and reporting outcomes for both participant groups: native English-speaking, undergraduate teacher education students and international English language learners in an intensive English program.

Theoretical Frameworks

We draw on two established theoretical frameworks to identify conditions likely to facilitate the development of intercultural competence through service-learning. First, contact theory proposed facilitating conditions under which sustained intergroup contact reduces prejudice and intergroup conflict (Allport, 1954). These are equal status within the context of the contact; common goals that require the intergroup contact; the perception that intergroup cooperation or interdependence is needed to attain the goals; and support for the norms of interaction from authorities, laws, or community customs. More than 50 years of research support the combined effect of the conditions (Dovidio, Glick, & Rudman, 2005). Studies support the efficacy of each of Allport’s conditions and note challenges to creating equal status and norms of interaction within service-learning experiences (Brown et al., 2016; Conner & Erickson, 2017; Fitch, 2005; Tangen, Mercer, Spooner-Lane, & Hepple, 2011; Tinkler, Hannah, & Tinkler, 2016). A meta-analysis of over 500 studies reports that although intergroup contact generally reduces prejudice, the effect size is markedly higher when contact is structured to meet the facilitating
conditions (Pettigrew & Tropp, 2005). In addition to reducing negative preconceptions, embedding each of the facilitating conditions into service-learning can have a positive impact on participants’ diversity-related attitudes and intercultural competence (Brown et al., 2016; Conner & Erickson, 2017; Fitch, 2005; Tangen et al., 2011; Tinkler et al., 2016).

Whereas Allport’s contact theory names conditions that facilitate the reduction of prejudice, Deardorff’s (2006) process model of intercultural competence describes the elements of intercultural competence—attitudes, knowledge, skills, internal outcomes, and external outcomes—and delineates pathways between these elements during recursive iterations of cross-cultural interaction. Repeated cross-cultural interactions, preferably coupled with reflection, inform internal shifts in frames of reference and external expressions of intercultural communication and behavior. Thus, cross-cultural interactions support changes in attitudes toward culturally diverse others (He, Lundgren, & Pynes, 2017; Shiri, 2015). Furthermore, post-interaction reflection deepens the development of intercultural competence (Hagar, 2018; Wilbur, 2016). The cycle then repeats with participants’ modified personal attitudes as the new starting point.

The process model suggests that the cycles of intergroup contact and reflection must be repeated over time. In addition, the iterations of contact and reflection must facilitate both opportunities for cultural self-awareness and knowledge of the other group’s culture. Culture is “the values, beliefs, and norms held by a group of people that shape how individuals communicate and behave” (Deardorff & Edwards, 2013, p. 161). Deardorff explains that cultural self-awareness is “the essence of cross-cultural knowledge in that it is crucial for individuals to be aware of the way in which they view the world . . . experiences of others are often measured against one’s own cultural conditioning” (Deardorff, 2006, p. 37). The importance of preservice teachers’ cultural self-awareness is documented in a study of 113 Australian preservice teachers who participated in a cross-cultural service-learning experience with Malaysian peers (Tangen et al., 2011). Gaining awareness of their own cultural assumptions and identities was essential to participants’ learning about the others’ culture and beginning to develop intercultural competence.

Deardorff (2006) emphasizes that “attitude is a fundamental starting point” (p. 255) for individuals who engage in intercultural interactions. Attitudes influence an individual’s learning of intercultural knowledge and skills and, in turn, internal and external outcomes. Three requisite attitudes that facilitate the development of intercultural competence are respect, openness, and curiosity. Respect is defined as “valuing other cultures,” openness as “withholding judgment,” and curiosity as “tolerating ambiguity and uncertainty” (Deardorff, 2006, p. 254). Because of their foundational role in developing intercultural competence, we focus on changes in these requisite attitudes in this study.

**Reciprocal Service-learning**

Service-learning that offers repeated iterations of intergroup contact and reflection is an appealing context for the development of intercultural competence. However, service-learning experiences vary greatly in the structure and quality of cross-group contact they afford and do not necessarily offer opportunities to probe cultural
identities, beliefs, and norms. In this section, we explore how the above-identified conditions intersect with service-learning’s essential concepts of reflection and reciprocity. Our purpose is to delineate an approach known as reciprocal service-learning (RSL), which we hypothesize will facilitate intercultural competence development.

**Reflection.** The learning from service-learning is generated and deepened through structured reflection on the service experience, not because of the experience in itself (Ash & Clayton, 2009; Eyler & Giles, 1999). Structured reflection can take many forms including individual or group, written or oral, or activity-based or artistic creations (Eyler, Giles, & Schmiede, 1996; Jacoby, 2015). Structured group discussions and individually written journals are common methods of engaging students in reflection that connects service-learning experiences with academic content.

Cross-cultural interactions provide fertile ground for “disorienting dilemmas” (Mezirow, 2000) and moments of disequilibrium, surprise, and confusion (Desroches, 2015). Through reflection, participants come to new understandings, potentially challenging the assumptions and stereotypes in their existing worldviews (Chang, Chen, Huang, & Yuan, 2012; Desroches, 2015; Li & Lal, 2006). Desroches (2015) illustrates how structured reflection creates a space for self-awareness and inquiring into one’s own preconceptions about diverse others. Structured reflection offers opportunities to develop both cultural self-awareness and knowledge of other cultures (Hagar, 2018; Rodriguez-Sabater, 2015). An RSL approach includes both repeated direct person-to-person cross-group experiences designed to reveal cultural identities, values, beliefs, and norms and structured reflection that offers opportunities to process those experiences.

**Reciprocity**

Broadly speaking, reciprocity connotes a spirit of partnership between service-learning partners (Galvan & Parker, 2011). Community and university partners, for example, are jointly involved in the identification of authentic community needs and decisions about the design of service interactions (Jacoby, 2015). Although reciprocity is a threshold concept in service-learning (Harrison & Clayton, 2012), it has been understood and applied in multiple ways (Dostilio et al., 2012).

**Transactional versus transformative.** Enos and Morton (2003) distinguish between reciprocity that is embodied in transactional and transformative relationships. Transactional relationships involve a mutually beneficial exchange of goods or services (Dostilio et al., 2012; Saltmarsh, Hartley, & Clayton, 2009). “Participants give and receive something from the other that they would not otherwise have. Reciprocity is conceived of as the interchange of benefits, resources, or actions” (Dostilio et al., 2012, p. 19). Thus, in transactional relationships, “individuals leave the transaction satisfied with the outcome but not much changed” (Enos & Morton, 2003).

Transactional reciprocity is ill matched to the objective of fostering intercultural competence. First, personal change is essential to intercultural competence development, yet it is only incidental to transactional reciprocity. Second, transactional relationships can replicate society’s status hierarchy and reinforce students’ privileged perspectives and positions (Hickmon, 2015; Stewart & Webster, 2011). Sustaining traditional power dynamics undercuts the essential conditions of equal status and interdependence. As Donahue explains, “Power flows one
way, from those giving to those receiving; the givers of power attempt to change the values and actions of the receivers of power to make the receivers more like themselves” (Donahue, Bowyer, & Rosenberg, 2003, p. 15). However, valuing other cultures, withholding judgment, and tolerating ambiguity underlie the development of intercultural competence (Deardorff, 2006). These attitudes can be undermined by inherent power differentials when one partner is positioned as in need of service and the other as the provider of service.

In contrast, transformative reciprocity is characterized by partners with shared aspirations and the possibility of personal growth and change (Enos & Morton, 2003). Such “thick” reciprocity “emphasizes shared voice and power and insists upon collaborative knowledge construction and joint ownership of work processes and products [and thereby] aligns well with . . . democratic approaches to civic engagement [that] encourage all partners to grow and to challenge and support one another’s growth” (Jameson, Clayton, & Jaeger, 2011, p. 264). Transformative reciprocity opens possibilities of norms of interaction that support equal status, common goals, and interdependence.

**Institutional versus participant transformation.** Much of the discussion of reciprocity has been at the level of institutional partnerships (e.g., Boyle-Baise, 2002; Jacoby & Associates, 2003). However, intercultural competence develops at the participant level within the context of interpersonal interactions. Thus, an RSL approach embodies transformational reciprocity between individuals rather than between institutions. This conceptualization aligns with Dostilio’s influence-oriented reciprocity and d’Arlach’s reciprocal exchanges. In influence-oriented reciprocity (Dostilio et al., 2012), participants engage in relationships of reciprocal influence. The diverse perspectives and contexts of participants are honored and, through iterative cycles of interactions, partners jointly influence the process or outcomes of the collaboration. During reciprocal exchanges (d’Arlach, Sánchez, & Feuer, 2009), knowledge flows bi-directionally between people of different backgrounds and levels of privilege. Reciprocal exchanges have three key elements: deliberate empowerment and value of community members’ knowledge; ample time for developing trusting relationships and reflection; and acceptance of the inevitable discomfort that accompanies transformative dialogue.

Reciprocal influence between participants is at the heart of the RSL approach. RSL experiences begin with common or complementary goals that require intergroup contact, cooperation, and mutual interdependence. Each group perceives that they need the other to be successful. For at least one group, if not both, developing intercultural competence is an explicitly stated and intentionally supported goal rather than an incidental outcome. The interactions between partners are deliberately designed to promote parity between partners through a reciprocal flow of knowledge and influence across groups. Partners share equal status as co-educators, co-servers, co-learners, and co-contributors to the goals of the service-learning experience. Moreover, the service-learning facilitators must unambiguously support these norms of equal status and mutual interdependence.

**Assessment of reciprocal impact.** Too often, a commitment to shared status, reciprocal influence, and valuing of service-learning partners does not extend to the assessment of outcomes. Although several studies have investigated impact on community partners in addition to university partners and participants (e.g., Boyle-Baise, 2002; Tinkler & Tinkler, 2017), research on the impact on community participants is perennially missing (Blouin & Perry, 2009; Cooks & Scharrer, 2006). Galvan and Parker (2011) call for investigating service learn-
ing’s reciprocal impact on both groups of participants. Gilbride-Brown (2011) argues that particularly little attention has been given to the outcomes for partners from culturally, socioeconomically, racially, and/or linguistically non-dominant communities. For example, studies have sought to develop the intercultural competence of both domestic and international college students through service-learning but assessed only outcomes for the domestic students (Jon, 2013; Wickline, 2012). Such lopsided attention implies that the outcomes for one group is paramount while the outcomes for the other are peripheral. Reflecting the equal status and value, RSL outcomes are assessed for both groups of participants.

In summary, a reciprocal service-learning approach includes four design elements identified in the above discussion: repeated cycles of intergroup contact that promotes cultural awareness followed by structured reflection; common or complementary goals that require interdependence; norms of interaction that support equal status and mutual interdependence; and assessment of outcomes for both groups of participants.

Next, we describe how we incorporated these design elements into an RSL experience. We then report on quantitative pre- and post-measures to investigate two research questions. First, did the undergraduate college student participants experience positive growth in attitudes fundamental to the development of intercultural competence during the course of the RSL experience? Second, did the community participants, in this case international English language learners, experience positive growth in attitudes fundamental to the development of intercultural competence during the course of the RSL experience? We hypothesized that each group of participants would evidence significant growth in at least one of the three fundamental attitudes.

Methods

This study was conducted during the fall and spring semesters of a single academic year at a comprehensive private university in the midwestern United States. The service-learning experiences engaged native English-speaking undergraduate education majors and international English language learners in conversations and collaborative activities for an hour a week for 10 weeks. The experience served as a required field placement for preservice teachers enrolled in a course on educating learners with diverse needs in the general education classroom. Approximately one-third of the course content was on teaching English language learners. The experience was an extracurricular offering for international students enrolled in an intensive English program. These participants were seeking to improve their English skills so they could seek undergraduate or graduate degrees at English-speaking universities. One of the co-authors taught in the Intensive English Program (IEP), whereas the other two co-authors served as instructors for the teacher education students’ course.

Although the two groups of participants studied at the same institution, they represent two distinct communities who infrequently have meaningful contact with each other. International students often select to live separately, thereby reducing the possibility for authentic interactions with domestic peers (Glass & Braskamp, 2012; Young, 2014). Domestic students, in turn, often do not express interest in interacting with international students (Glass & Westmont, 2013). The two groups of participants in the study were particularly isolated from each other. Unlike the undergraduates, the international participants in this study had not yet matriculated
into courses toward a degree but took classes only through the IEP, located within the University’s Center for International Programs. The IEP student lounge and classrooms are located in a separate building from those where matriculated students take classes. In addition, IEP students do not live in residence halls with matriculated students but typically live separately off campus. Moreover, IEP instructors had noted that even while their English proficiency improved, many international participants continued to lack the confidence interacting with Americans.

Reciprocal Service-learning Experience

To enact an RSL experience, we intentionally and explicitly set goals requiring mutual interdependence, promoted the equal status in the orientation session and through the design of activities, provided a fertile context for cultural exploration through interactions and reflection, and assessed the outcomes developing intercultural competence for both groups.

Setting common goals. While education majors needed interactions with English learners to complement their course content, the international participants needed opportunities to converse with native speakers. Developing intercultural competence was a common goal for both groups that required intergroup contact and cooperation.

Supporting norms of equal status and mutual interdependence. The orientation for both groups included fundamental knowledge about intercultural communication, explanation of the RSL approach, and discussion of the two groups’ complementary goals and assets. We were aware that many university students frame their service-learning experience through a deficit perspective (Bauer, Kniffen, & Priest, 2015). We asked students to compare a deficit assumption (e.g., “I’m going to help them because they need my help”) with an assumption of interdependence and complementary assets (e.g., “We need help from each other”). We anticipated that at some point conversations may become uncomfortable and participants would have trouble communicating with one another (d’Arlach et al., 2009), therefore orientation included guidance about using follow-up questions grounded in curiosity instead of judgment.

We further supported the norms of parity and interdependence through the structure of activities. Because interactions were in English, the native English speakers began in a relatively privileged position. To mitigate power differentials and promote equal status, we divided participants into small groups, each with more English language learners than native English speakers.

Promoting cultural awareness through intergroup contact and reflection. When members of a dominant group interact infrequently with other groups, they may unknowingly act on the privilege of assuming their worldview as “normal” or “regular” and framing others as “different” or even “exotic.” For this reason, it was particularly important for undergraduate participants to engage in activities that would demonstrate that culture does not belong solely to dominant groups (Gorski, 2008). Each week participants began with a group activity or a set of questions as a conversation starter that encouraged participation from all members (cf. Tjaden-Glass, 2017). Examples of activities included modified versions of Berardo and Deardorff’s (2012) Identity Tags
activity; Bennett’s (1977) Description, Interpretation and Evaluation activity; Apedaile and Schill’s (2008) Critical Incidents activity; and SALTO-YOUTH Cultural Diversity Resource Centre’s (2008) Tower of Babel activity. Early sessions focused on themes of personal identity and exploration of one’s own cultural lens and values. Later sessions moved to intercultural group communication and cultural values.

Because of the key role of reflection in both service-learning and the development of intercultural competence, participants engaged with structured questions at the end of each session, drawing connections between their experiences and their cross-cultural skills, knowledge, and attitudes. In addition, undergraduate participants wrote reflective journal entries, and international participants completed reflective writing assignments. These iterative cycles of interaction, followed by reflection, encouraged participants to make meaning of their experience and consciously shift their cultural frames of reference.

Assessing reciprocal impact. As described below, we assessed growth in intercultural competence of both groups of participants, further reflecting their equal status.

Participants

Each semester, three 10-week service-learning sessions were offered at different meeting times. Undergraduate participants were assigned to meeting times based on their schedules and availability, and their attendance was mandatory. For two of the weekly sessions, international participants committed to attend throughout the semester. Attendance at the third session was on a “drop-in” basis for international students. Because English language learners in the drop-in session did not commit to regular attendance, they were not included in the data collection.

Demographics. Undergraduate participants (n = 33) were second- or third-year preservice teachers who completed both a pre- and post-participation surveys. Thirty-two identified as white and one as Asian. Thirty-two were female, and one was male. All were native English speakers. These participants were seeking teacher licensure in early childhood education (16), in middle childhood education (6), in adolescent to young adult education (6), as intervention specialists (4), or in world languages (1).

International participants (n = 22) enrolled in the university’s intensive English program for non-native English speakers. They met the criteria of regular attendance in the weekly sessions and completion of both pre- and post-participation surveys. International participants were from China (4), India (2), Japan (4), Kuwait (1), Libya (2), Saudi Arabia (8), and South Korea (1). Eleven were male, and 11 were female.

Prior experience with diversity. A pre-participation survey included seven items adapted from Guyton and Wesche’s (2005) Experiences with Diversity Scale to measure the participants’ prior experiences with cultural difference. Prior experience in multicultural environments may affect participants’ receptivity to cross-cultural experiences and development of intercultural competence (Martin, 1987). Examples include “When I was a child, I played with children who were from different cultures than me” and “In the past, I chose to watch TV shows and movies about people who were from different cultures than me.” Participants responded using a 4-point Likert-type scale with values including never, rarely, occasionally, and frequently. Descriptive statistics were computed to measure participants’ prior experience with cultural difference.
Undergraduate teacher education majors reported limited direct prior experiences with people from cultures different from their own. They also had limited prior experience learning about people from other cultures indirectly through books or other media. Their average scores for all items on Guyton and Wesche’s Experiences with Diversity Scale fell between rarely and occasionally.

International participants reported severely limited direct prior experiences with people from cultures different from their own. Their scores on average for having had direct interaction with people from other cultures as playmates, classmates, neighbors, and teammates fell between never and rarely. In contrast, international participants on average reported watching TV shows and movies about people from other cultures occasionally to frequently.

Data Collection

Data was collected through pre- and post-participation surveys. The surveys also included four scales from Chen and Starosta’s (2000) Intercultural Sensitivity Scale. Chosen after an extensive literature review, these measured attitudes identified in Deardorff’s process model for intercultural competence (2006). Chen and Starosta’s Respect of Cultural Differences subscale corresponds with the attitude of respect (e.g., “I respect the ways people from different cultures behave”). The Interaction Engagement subscale matches the attitude of openness (e.g., “I am open-minded to people from different cultures”). The Interaction Enjoyment subscale (e.g., “I get upset easily when interacting with people from different cultures” reverse coded) together with the Interaction Confidence subscale (e.g., “I feel confident when interacting with people from different cultures”) reflect the attitudes of curiosity and discovery. The wording of some items was modified to make them comprehensible to English language learners while retaining the original meaning. For example, the phrase “culturally distinct counterpart” was replaced with “people from different cultures.” Participants responded using a 5-point Likert-type scale with the values strongly disagree, disagree, uncertain, agree, and strongly agree.

Data Analysis

Cronbach’s alpha was computed to determine the internal consistency of the four subscales from Chen and Starosta’s (2000) Intercultural Sensitivity Scale. Finally, repeated-measures t tests were conducted to determine whether attitudes critical to the development of intercultural competence changed significantly for each group of participants.

Results

Means and standard deviations are reported in Table 1 for participants’ prior experiences in multicultural environments. Results of the repeated-measures t test for four dimensions of intercultural competence are reported in Table 2.
Undergraduate Participants

For undergraduate participants, all subscales from Chen and Starosta’s Intercultural Sensitivity Scale had acceptable levels of internal consistency. The reliability reported for each measure is the average Cronbach’s alpha on pre- and post-administrations of the survey. Reliability analysis was carried out on the 6-item Respect of Cultural Differences subscale (α = .75), the 7-item Interaction Engagement subscale (α = 0.82), the 3-item Interaction Enjoyment subscale (α = 0.74), and the 5-item Interaction Confidence subscale (α = 0.87).

Repeated-measures t tests revealed significant positive growth on two measures of attitudes related to intercultural competence for undergraduate participants (n = 33) (see Table 2). Respect of Cultural Differences grew
significantly from before participation ($M = 3.29, SD = 0.65$) to after participation ($M = 3.72, SD = 0.62$); $t(21) = -2.97, p = 0.007$. Interaction Engagement before participation ($M = 3.29, SD = 0.65$) and after participation ($M = 3.72, SD = 0.62$); $t(21) = -2.97, p = 0.007$.

### International Participants

For international participants, only the 5-item Interaction Confidence subscale ($\alpha = 0.87$) had an internal consistency level over 0.7. Following an item analysis, two items were dropped from the Interaction Engagement subscale resulting in an acceptable level of internal consistency ($\alpha = 0.76$). This modified 5-item Interaction Engagement subscale was used in the repeated-measures $t$ tests. Further item analysis revealed that even after dropping items from the Respect of Cultural Differences and Interaction Enjoyment subscales, their internal consistency remained below 0.60.

For international participants, repeated-measures $t$ tests revealed significant growth in Interaction Confidence from before participation ($M = 3.29, SD = 0.65$) to after participation ($M = 3.73, SD = 0.62$); $t(21) = -2.97, p = 0.007$ (see Table 3). Interaction Engagement, measured using the modified 5-item subscale, was not significant. Changes in scores on the Interaction Enjoyment and Respect of Cultural Differences subscales were not analyzed for international participants due to low internal consistency as discussed above.

### Discussion

Our findings supported the hypotheses of this study. First, over the course of participation in an RSL experience, we found significant positive growth in the two of the three foundational attitudes for intercultural competence of undergraduate student participants. Specifically, undergraduate participants made significant strides in developing attitudes of respect for cultural differences and openness in engaging with people from cultures different from their own. Meanwhile, their growth on the foundational attitude of curiosity and tolerating ambiguity and uncertainty was not significant.

These teacher education majors overwhelmingly were members of the racially and linguistic dominant group within the United States. They reported only limited interactions with people from different cultures prior to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Repeated-measures $t$ test for Four Dimensions of Intercultural Competence: International English Language Learners ($n = 22$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction engagement (5 items)</td>
<td>$M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction confidence</td>
<td>4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction confidence</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .05, *p < .01, ***p < .001
the study. The RSL experience provided opportunities for them to reexamine their biases, deficit-orientation, and privileged perspective. As one undergraduate education student reflected,

In the past, I may have deemed foreign students as incompetent when they were unable to order their food in English. I would wonder how they were receiving an education from the same college as I, when they could not even speak English. I now know and understand just how much work goes into their learning English. . . . I no longer see myself superior. . . . I still have room for improvement and I am so grateful for the experience.

Second, international participants grew significantly in their interaction confidence indicating greater tolerance for ambiguity in intercultural interactions. They did not gain significantly on the attitude of openness to other cultures. These findings fit with international participants’ reports of prior experiences. While they reported occasionally to frequently choosing to watch media from other cultures, their direct interactions with people from other cultures had been very limited.

In addition to offering preliminary support for the efficacy of RSL to impact participants’ intercultural competence, the study contributes to the service-learning literature in several ways. First, the study extends a growing body of research suggesting that integrating the tenets of contact theory (Allport, 1954) positively impacts university student participants’ diversity-related attitudes (Brown et al., 2016; Conner & Erickson, 2017; Fitch, 2005; Tinkler et al., 2016) to the development of intercultural competence of both groups of participants—matriculated undergraduates and international English learners.

Moreover, the study offers an application of a theoretically grounded conceptual framework for an approach to service-learning that increases participants’ intercultural competence and potentially other diversity-related attitudes. The framework was derived from the intersection of contact theory (Allport, 1954) and the process model of intercultural competence (Deardorff, 2006) with service-learning’s concepts of reflection and reciprocity. The result was RSL’s four design elements:

• repeated cycles of intergroup contact that promote cultural awareness followed by structured reflection;
• common or complementary goals that require interdependence;
• norms of interaction that support equal status and mutual interdependence; and
• assessment of outcomes for both groups of participants.

Central to the RSL approach is a definition of reciprocity as transformational reciprocity at the participant level. It is possible for service-learning partnerships to be transformational at the institutional level yet remain transactional at the participant level. Transformational participant-level reciprocity promotes the bi-directional flow of influence and knowledge and recognizes the assets of community participants (d’Arlach et al., 2009; Dostilio et al., 2012). In doing so, it affords space for probing cultural self-awareness and deepening understandings of other cultures, disrupting privilege perspectives, and creating interdependence and equal status between
participants. A shift from mutuality to reciprocity (Saltmarsh et al., 2009) at the participant level necessitates reframing of the roles of participants, blurring “the distinctions among those who are ‘servers’ and those who are ‘served’” (Wade, 2000).

The current study extended equal status within the service-learning experience to the assessment of outcomes of both participant groups. At an institutional level, this spoke to a commitment to partnership and collaboration (Bortolin, 2011). At the participant level, it communicated a clear and tangible underscoring of parity between participant groups.

Our data analysis illustrates complexities involved with using common methods and instruments with linguistically and culturally diverse participants. We made concerted efforts to attend to the international students’ language proficiency, attempting to retain meaning while simplifying grammar and vocabulary. However, survey items that are comprehensible linguistically may not translate culturally. Two of the four scales we used to measure foundational attitudes of intercultural competence proved unreliable for international participants.

As with any study, the results should be viewed in light of the study’s limitations. First, the generalizability of the study is limited by the fact it was conducted in one service-learning course at one institution. Furthermore, the undergraduate participants were relatively homogeneous: primarily white, female, native-English speaking preservice teachers. This sample reflects the homogeneity within the teaching pool in the United States and Europe (Donlevy, Meierkord, & Rajania, 2016; Taie & Goldring, 2017), a population that would especially benefit from opportunities to enhance their intercultural competence.

Second, because the researchers were also course instructors, participants’ responses could reflect some social desirability bias. We attempted to minimize bias by not having instructors administer surveys to their own classes and by assuring participants that their participation was voluntary; responses in no way would affect their course grade, and analyses would maintain anonymity.

Third, the duration of the service-learning experience was 10 weeks within a single semester. We do not know if participants’ growth in intercultural competence was sustained after the experience or how the impact of the experience would have been different if the service-learning experience had been longer. Although the length of service-learning in itself does not determine its impact (Fitch, 2005), duration affords the creation of conditions that support positive change. Our theoretical base suggests that RSL experiences must provide ample time for repeated cycles of intercultural interaction and reflection, developing trusting relationships, and enacting norms of mutual interdependence and equal status (Allport, 1954; d’Arlach et al., 2009; Deardorff, 2006).

Fourth, the study’s findings are also circumscribed by being based on participant self-report data on quantitative surveys. While this study adds to quantitative research on service-learning, analyses of student written and oral reflections along with cross-group evaluations of interactions could have added additional richness and triangulation to the data. For example, we have anecdotal, not systematic, evidence of participants’ emotional reactions to their cross-cultural interactions. Further research needs to probe multi-dimensional means of assessing outcomes that reflect the cultural perspectives and communication styles of participants.

Future research is also needed to investigate the interaction of participants’ emotions during service-learning experiences and the development of diversity-related attitudes and behaviors. Emotions can be powerful, engen-
dering resistance to or serving as a catalyst for intercultural learning (Foldy & Buckley, 2017; Jokikokko, 2016; King, Perez, & Shim, 2013). When context supports the creation of positive feelings between individuals from different groups, uncertainty, threat, and anxiety are reduced (Pettigrew & Tropp, 2005). Future research could inform intentional planning for discomfort that accompanies cross-group interaction and build consensus on what constitutes a service-learning experience of “sufficient duration” to engender positive emotions and productive incidents of cultural disequilibrium.
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